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Dear distinguished partners

We are delighted to discuss with you the possibility of engaging in the 
TEDxOtemachiED 2019 Conference.

TEDx ED event is a global initiative of TED (www.ted.com) and hosted locally by 
TEDxOtemachi. Our mission is to spread ideas and free knowledge from the most 
inspired thinkers, ignite communities around the globe to engage with – and build on – 
the TED experience to seek a deeper understanding of the world. 

The event will be held tentatively in September 2019.

TEDxOtemachiED 2019 gives people who care about learning an opportunity to spark 
discussion on the future of education, and share those ideas with global community. The 
theme of this year is “Learning that matters”.  TEDxOtemachiED features learners, 
educators, innovators from across disciplines who will speak to a variety of issues 
regarding Education - one of the most important, powerful systems of organized human 
life. We will explore ideas, ranging from personal strategies for lifelong pursuit of 
knowledge to curriculum and pedagogical innovation, from latest trends in Ed-tech to the 
next generations of learning space design, from Education for Sustainability to the 
question of envisioning graduates of the future. Facing unforeseeable changes that the 
future brings, opportunities and crisis alike, it’s high time we asked: What are truly worth 
educating for?

In order to make this event possible, TEDxOtemachi is seeking to partner with 
businesses and organizations that aim to make the world better through technology, 
entertainment, design, science, arts, food, media and collaboration. We are proud to 
offer you this partnership as an opportunity to make a difference for our shared 
community.

We look forward to meeting you to discuss this valuable opportunity.

Sincerely yours

Van Nguyen
Lead Organizer & Curator 
Email:  van@tedxotemachi.com
Phone: 070 4021 9700 

http://www.ted.com
mailto:van@tedxotemachi.com


About TED

TED is a nonprofit devoted to Ideas Worth Spreading. It started out in 1984 in the U.S. 
as a conference bringing together people from three worlds: Technology, Entertainment, 
Design. Since then it has broadened its scope of topics and globalized its reach through 
various initiatives, particularly TEDxEvents.

In order to serve its purpose of spreading ideas, selected TED Talks globally are 
recorded and made available to view freely via www.ted.com and 
www.youtube.com/TEDtalksDirector. Many of them have reached thousands or even 
millions of viewers, and through that, delivered mind- changing thoughts to a very large 
number of people worldwide. 

About TEDx ED

TEDx ED is a TEDx event where educators, students, administrators and others gather 
to discuss the future of learning and education.

The community will gather to watch pre-recorded TED talks as well as live speakers and 
performers from local community. Audience are carefully curated to select a diverse 
group of people who can contribute meaningfully to the conversation.

Endorsing the TED’s spirit of innovation, our TEDxOtemachi team of young motivated 
individuals have come to organize a Tedx ED event for Tokyo, Japan. More information 
about us can be found at www.tedxotemachi.com and 
https://www.ted.com/tedx/events/34908

http://www.ted.com
http://www.youtube.com/TEDtalksDirector
http://www.tedxotemachi.com
https://www.ted.com/tedx/events/34908


Event’s Purpose

Share innovative ideas that will significantly drive a more sustainable, enjoyable future of 
learning and education, inspire possibilities that happen when we embark on the search 
for deeper meaning.

Objective 

● Create a platform for ground-breaking educators and learners to effectively share 
ideas involving future Education technologies, sciences, design of learning space 
and schooling systems, the quest for meaning and philosophy that shape our 
practice of teaching and learning

● Enable innovators to inspire actions (humanitarian, research, entrepreneurship) 
through the spread of ideas.

● Connect leading innovators with one another and with prospective innovators to 
multiply innovative energies as well as future outcome.

Event

Our event will have 2 components:

● Pre-recorded TED talks on Education and Learning.
● Live talks & performances delivered by our distinguished speakers. TEDx 

presentation is about 18 minutes: long enough to say something of significance, 
but short enough to hold everyone's attention and to be easily watched over the 
Internet. This TED format has proven a carefully prepared talk of this length can 
have astonishing impact. See www.ted.com for examples.

Please come to the next page for proposed agenda. 

 

http://www.ted.com


Agenda

Session Purpose Relevant fields

How people 
learn

When do infants begin to learn? How can adults 
sustain learning? How do experts learn and how 
is this different from non-experts? What about  
bilingual and multilingual individuals, are they 
better or worse in terms of learning capacity?
Exciting new researches about the mind and the 
brain provide answers to these compelling 
questions, significantly added to our 
understanding of what it means to know, from 
the neural processes that occur during learning 
to the influence of culture on what people see 
and absorb.

Anthropology, 
Neuroscience, 
Psychology, Sociology 
etc.

Rethinking 
education

If education is to help learners make sense of 
their surroundings and ready them for the 
challenges of the technology-driven, 
interconnected world, then it must be based on 
what we know about learning from science and 
innovative, thoughtful organization of 
pedagogical methods. More than anything 
education now needs to focus on learning that 
really matters.

Learning space 
design, Education 
technology, Curriculum 
development, 
Pedagogy, Design 
thinking etc. 

Graduates of 
the future

Communities have always wrestled with the 
multiple purposes of education: for career 
development, for participatory citizenship; for 
development in habits of reflective, ethical 
adults; for fulfillment of humankind's potential or 
for creation of a common experience in a 
pluralistic society while meeting the needs of 
individual learners. 
As the world changes and grows more complex, 
returning to these important questions of 
purpose can help guide organizations and 
individuals alike in their growth and strategic 
change. To ensure our teaching & learning are 
effective at these purposes, we need to 
routinely re-imagine what the future requires us 
to know and be able to do. 

Education philosophy, 
Anthropology, Media, 
Art, Culture, Education 
for Sustainability, 
Global Citizenship, 
Non-profit etc.



HOW TO SUPPORT US

VENUE 
SPONSORSHIP

IN-KIND 
SPONSORSHIP

 

CASH 
CONTRIBUTION



SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

TIERS COVERAGE BENEFITS FOR PARTNERS

300,000 
JPY

❖ Design service for 
promotion materials 

❖ Printing & 
Merchandising

❖ Renting of cameras/ 
video recording service

❖ A "thank you" to the sponsor from the stage 
❖ Acknowledgment of the sponsor and logo on 

the printed materials, TEDxOtemachi 
website

❖ Sponsor’s logo on one slide at the beginning 
and end of recorded TEDx videos published 
on TEDx Youtube channel.

500,000 
JPY

❖ Design service for 
promotion materials 

❖ Printing & 
Merchandising

❖ Renting of cameras/ 
video recording 
service.

❖ Venue & Catering 
service for Networking 
session (100 people)

❖ A "thank you" to the sponsor from the stage 
❖ Acknowledgment of the sponsor and logo on 

the printed materials, TEDxOtemachi 
website

❖ Sponsor’s logo on one slide at the beginning 
and end of recorded TEDx videos published 
on TEDx Youtube channel.

❖ A "sponsored meal" (Networking session): 
an announcement that a meal or snack was 
provided by the sponsor. During sponsored 
meal, sponsor's representative can have a 
5-min brief remarks

1,000,000
JPY

❖ Main event venue
❖ Marketing & Event 

Promotion
❖ Design service for 

promotion materials 
❖ Printing & 

Merchandising
❖ Renting of cameras/ 

video recording 
service.

❖ Venue & Catering 
service for Networking 
session (100 people)

❖ Interpretation service 

❖ A "thank you" to the sponsor from the stage 
❖ Acknowledgment of the sponsor and logo on 

the printed materials, TEDxOtemachi 
website

❖ Sponsor’s logo on one slide at the beginning 
and end of recorded TEDx videos published 
on TEDx Youtube channel.

❖ A "sponsored meal" (Networking session): 
an announcement that a meal or snack was 
provided by the sponsor. During sponsored 
meal, sponsor's representative can have a 
5-min brief remarks

❖ Placement of the sponsor's logo on video 
monitors during breaks

❖ Sponsor booth & Branded giveaways 
from the sponsor to all the attendees 

❖ 10 Invitation tickets to attend 
TEDxOtemachiED 2019



CONTACT

We look forward to the opportunities to discuss potential partnership with you in further 
details. 

For more information please get in touch as below:

VAN NGUYEN
Lead Organizer & Curator 
Email:  van@tedxotemachi.com
Phone: 070 4021 9700 

DIEGO FUERTE SANZ
Curator & External Relations
Email:  diego.fuerte@tedxotemachi.com
Phone: 080 4909 0047

LE LAM
Co-organizer 
Email:  lam@tedxotemachi.com
Phone: 070 4407 9480

Thank you very much for your time and consideration!

For partnership opportunities

mailto:van@tedxotemachi.com
mailto:diego.fuerte@tedxotemachi.com
mailto:lam@tedxotemachi.com

